
 
 

 

Addition to the Risk Assessment for the Church to include Candles 

It should also be noted that a separate Risk Assessment has been carried out for the Tea/Coffee at the rear 

of the Church. 

 

Candles are used on the Altar every Sunday which lit by the Verger, Sexton or whoever is on duty, again 

these are put out by the Verger, Sexton.  There are usually six candles on the Altar which is out of the way of 

Children who maybe in Church during the Service.   

As an addition Safety precaution, the communion rail to be closed to prevent youngsters accessing this 

area during the services to avoid accidents i.e. steps and pulling on the Alter frontals. 

 

Candles are used in Church for decorative purposes such at Christmas, Easter and maybe other events 

during the course of a year.  Special poles with specials holders have been made which are secured to the 

end of pews in the body of the Church and erected for these events. 

Special brackets have been made for the pillars which are secured permanently which hold a candle holder 

with a small dish under each holder to catch and drips. 

Installing Candles – When putting candles in the holders ensure that they are clear of any wax and are well 

pushed down into the holders to avoid them falling out if the pole knocked.  Helpers doing this should be 

made aware of this procedure. 

Space for Wheel-chairs etc – Wheel-Chairs using the area in the middle of Church should be positioned 

away for the pillars when candles are in use to avoid hot wax accidentally falling on them.   

 

Wider dishes for the mounted holders are being sought.  

 

Special custom-made shelving has been made to fit in the windows also for special events. 

 

It is recommended that parents with young children be requested to sit their youngsters away from the 

poles and brackets so that hot wax cannot fall onto them if these are accidently knocked. 

 

Memorial Tray:  Over the last year parishioners/congregation are offered the facility to light a candle to 

remember someone, health, prayers, etc and put them in the sand in the tray.  

The Memorial Tray will be position at the front of the Church near to the organ / vestry door depending 

on the service. 

The Children from Owls meet in the Church on the 3rd Sunday of a month in the additional area created in 

the North Aisle with the leader and helpers together with the parent before they are taken across to the 

Barn Centre for their session after which they are brought back again to the same area for the end of the 

service to say what they have been doing and for refreshments. 

It is recommended that the helpers and parents keep a close eye on the children so they do not touch the 

candles. 
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